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Football is truly America's pastime, long ago surpassed baseball as the most popular and most popular sport in the country. About 16.5 million viewers watch NFL games each week, according to ESPN, compared to the 2.5 million who watch Major League Baseball games on any given night, according to
FanGraph. More eloquently, more than 2 million young people play in youth football teams each year, according to Vocativ, an online news site. Click on this interest by giving students word search, crossword and vocabulary worksheets to help them learn the terms associated with gridiron. Print PDF:
Football Word Search In this activity, students will find 10 words usually related to football. Use this activity to find out what they already know about the day and to spark a discussion about the conditions they are unfamiliar with. Print PDF: Football Vocabulary sheet In this activity, students match each of
the 10 words from the word pot with the appropriate definition. This is the perfect way for primary school students to learn the key terms associated with gridiron play. Print PDF: Football Crossword Invite your students to learn more about football by matching the key with the appropriate term in this fun
crossword puzzle. Each of the key terms used was provided by word of the bank to make the activity available to younger students. Print PDF: Football Challenge This multiple choice challenge will test your student's knowledge about facts and folklore around football. Let your child practice his research
skills by researching at the local library or online to find answers to questions he is not sure about. Print PDF: Football Alphabet-up primary-age students can practice their alphabet skills with this activity. They will hang the words related to football in alphabetical order. Lorenzo Garassino/Getty Images
Route 66 is once an important road connecting Chicago with Los Angeles, also known as America's Main Street. Although the route is no longer an official part of the American road network, the spirit of Route 66 lives on, and it is a journey that is tried by thousands of people each year. First opened in
1926, Route 66 was one of the most important corridors leading from east to west through the United States; The road first gained notoriety in the Grapes of Wrath by John Steinbeck, who traced the journey of farmers leaving the Midwest to find their fortune in California. The road became part of pop
culture, and appeared in several songs, books and television shows; he was also featured in the pixar film Cars. The route was officially decommissioned in 1985 after larger multi-line highways were built to connect cities along the route, but more than 80 per cent of the route is still present as part of local
road networks. Help your students learn about the facts and history of this U.S. roads with the following free free that include word search, crossword puzzle, alphabet activity, and even a thematic document. Beverly Hernandez / in this activity, students will find 10 words usually related to Route 66. Use
this activity to find out what they already know about the road and to spark a discussion about the conditions they are unfamiliar with. Beverly Hernandez/ In this activity, students match each of the 10 words from the word bank with the appropriate definition. This is the perfect way for primary school
students to learn the key terms associated with Route 66. Beverly Hernandez / invite her students to learn more about Route 66 by matching the key with the appropriate term in this fun crossword puzzle. Each of the key terms used was provided by word of the bank to make the activity available to
younger students. Beverly Hernandez / beef your students knowledge of the facts and terms associated with the history of Route 66. Let them practice their research skills by researching in your local library or online to find answers to questions they are unsure about. Beverly Hernandez / primary-age
students can practice their alphabetization skills with this activity. They will sort out the words related to Route 66 in alphabetical order. Additional credit: Have senior students write a sentence or even a paragraph-about each semester. Beverly Hernandez / have younger kids drawing a picture of Route
66. Use the internet to hunt for photos of famous stops and attractions along the famous route. Many photos you find should make this a fun project for kids. Then, students write a short sentence on Route 66 on empty lines under the picture. Beverly Hernandez / cut the pieces on the dotted line and then
cut the pieces apart. Then, fun to play Route 66 tick-tok-ting-nose. Interesting fact: Interstate 40 replaced the historic route 66. Beverly Hernandez/ students will define the city along Route 66 with this print sheet. Just some of the cities students will find include: Albuquerque; New Mexico; Amarillo, Texas;
Chicago; Oklahoma City; Santa Monica, California; and St. Louis. Beverly Hernandez / have students write a story, poem or essay about Route 66 on a blank sheet of paper. Then, have them neatly rescopied their final draft on this route 66 thematic document. Beverly Hernandez/ high school students
can cut bookmarks and pencil toppers on this print, or cut models for younger students. With pencil toppers, punch holes on tabs and insert the pencil through the holes. Students will remember their 66 journey every time they open a book or pick up a pencil. Balance Everyday uses cookies to give you a
great user Using balance every day, you accept our use of cookies. Healthy Eating Plan: One week of eating needs some guidance in the food department? Our non-brain 1,500-calorie meal plans you're covered keep your space organized with customizable DIY labels. Find a solution for every storage
problem with these simple, affordable tags and stickers in fun designs. De-clutter and relieve stress with our fun labels that will help you organize your family's gear in every space of your home - from the entrance area, to the kitchen, office and children's rooms. We have developed 23 fabulous labels that
you can print and customize. We have shown several ways to use these labels, but they can be used anywhere and wherever you need a label. These fun labels fit into the standard clear baggage tag that protects the paper label from wear and tear. Print the label and place it in the luggage tag and loop
around the handle of the basket. (We added tape for a fun dose of style.) Advertising - Our labels come in three colors - blue, green and orange. If you want to print only one color, be sure to choose only this page in the print menu before printing. -- Some of our labels are designed to fit certain label sizes.
These blank sheet labels are available in Kans stores and they can be used on home printers. (Look for editor's tips to find out what size label you'll need.) -- You can either type in the text you want or write it manually. If you want to type text, click into the center of the label in the document and enter the
text. -- We recommend printing non-glued labels on heavy cardboard or matte photo paper, and then laminate them for added durability. At-home laminating machines can be purchased in craft stores, or you can take your labels to the copy center to be laminated. The front entrance or mudroom is the
ultimate drop-off spot. Keep it away from clutter by keeping trendy shoe buckets in a painted bookshelf. Assign a bucket to each family member and tag containers with a hanging laminated nametag. Punch the hole at the top of the label and use snap rings (available in office stores) to hang with bucket
handles. Advertise If you don't have a mudroom or record, build one with a main bookcase. Keep dog treats handy in a clear cookie jar. Print the label on heavy cardboard or matte photo paper and place it in a metal tag (available in craft stores, in the scrapbooking department). Slide pretty taped through
a punched hole for an extra pop of color. And don't forget to keep the jar out of Fido's reach. Editor's Advice: We used square metal ring tags from Memory Makers Always know that the key goes to what's with these key ring labels. Print these labels on sticky labels and stick to round metal labels. Editor's
Advice: These labels are designed to be printed on Avery (#5278) labels available in office stores. Stow's advertisements are hard to find hats, mittens, gloves, and the like braided baskets placed in armoire wallpaper. Assign one basket per person and place the printed labels in a clear baggage tag.



Hang the tags from the basket handles and add the appropriate tape to complete the look. Make life easier with crisp, zippered bags perfect for grabbing on your way out the door. Pack one for each of your needs, such as children's activities or first aid kit, and stick to a cute glue label to keep things
organized. Editor's Advice: Small labels are designed for printing on avery 1x2-5/8-inch labels (#8160) and large labels on Avery 2x4 (#5163) labels available in office stores. Here's the pantry that packs the punch. Keep the food organized by assigning shelves to each group (grains, ingredients for baking,
snacks, etc.). Shelf lines with laminated fabric - it's easy to clean and adds a splash of bright color. Use clear plastic containers to store pantry goods and add a glue label for each container for an additional measure of organization. Editor's Tip: Rectangular labels are designed to be printed on Avery 2x4
(#5163) labels available in office stores. Small round labels are designed to be printed on 2-1/2-inch circle stickers and large round labels are designed to be printed on 4-inch circle stickers, both from a paper source (papersource.com). Advertising plan from your family's weekly menu in advance and get
all your groceries in one quick shopping trip. Magnetic labels make dishes simple - just mix and eat dishes in the calendar and store the inventory on an organized board. Print these labels on magnetic paper, which can be used in home printers and available in Kans stores, keep canned food orderly with
decorative, glue labels. Print playfully designed labels on the paper sticker and stick to clear mason jars. Editor's advice: These labels were designed to be printed on a 3-1/4x2-inch oval glue label from a paper source (papersource.com). Small spaces get cluttered easily. Keep your table items organized
with tagged caddies of storage, bins, containers and drawers. Advertising Drawer organization is a must for any office. Stay away from nest paperclips, pens, and other office supplies, keeping clear organization trays marked. Colorful borders keep things fresh and easy to find. Editor's Tip: Rectangular
labels are designed for printing on avery 1x2-5/8-inch folder adhesive (#8160), and circle labels are designed to be printed on Avery adhesive seals (#5278), both available in office stores. Make document management less of a hassle. Keep important notes and documents in brightly colored file folders
with colored labels. Print file folder labels on branded labels and file tab labels on heavy cardboard or matte photo paper. Council File folder labels (shown here on green folders) are designed to be printed on the Avery 2/3x3-7/17-inch adhesive labels (#8366) available in the office office Shops.
Repurpose the silver caddy as a desktop storage organizer for markers, pencils and scissors. Here's the DIY trick: Slide the block at the bottom of the marker caddy so you can see the color of the lid clearly. Editor's tip: These labels are designed to be printed on avery 1x2-5/8-inch folder glue labels
(#8160). Advertising Call important dates or reminders in the calendar or planner with don't forget the labels. Editor's Advice: These labels are designed to be printed on Avery (#5278) labels available in office stores. Add a little color to envelopes with a bright touch of address tags and reverse tags. If
you're looking for an interesting, personalized gift, fill out a friend's address in the return label template and print it out. Place the label sheets in a fairly stationary box and wrap with tape. Editor's Advice: Address label design will be printed on Avery 2x4-inch glue labels (#5163), and return labels are
designed to be printed on Avery 1x2-5/8-inch glue label folders (#8160) as available in office stores. Organize a slender set of shelves with labels and fun equipment. These metal label holders (look for something similar on websites reproduction equipment) just screw in the shelf and then slide the labels
into the holder. Print labels on heavy cardboard or matte photo paper, as well as laminate for additional durability. Advertising Keep toiletries in order with baskets and labels. Assign a basket or basket for each category of toiletries (or assign a container to each family member). Print these round labels on
heavy cardstock or matte photo paper (laminate labels for extra durability) and place inside metal rim marks (available in craft stores, in the scrapbooking department, punch a hole in the label, and hang with a basket handle with tape. Slip the day of the week tags over the hanger with full gear. Print labels
on heavy cardstock or matte photo paper (if desired, laminate for extra durability), and use a big hole kick to make a hole at the top of each tag. A: These book plates have been designed to be printed on Avery 2x4-inch glue labels (#5163) available in office stores. Advertising toys clutter the room
instantly. Keep the marked rolling bins in plain sight. Kids will know where to put their toys when it's time to clean up. Print labels on heavy cardboard or matte photo paper (laminate labels for extra durability). Kick two holes in the labels and attach to with postal ties. Give smaller toys space in buckets
suitable for their size. These children's buckets are easy tote from room to room. Print these square tags on heavy cardboard or or Photo paper (laminate labels for extra durability) and place inside metal-rimmed tags (available in craft stores, in the scrapbooking department, punch a hole in the label, and
hang with a basket handle with tape. Show your work to little Picasso in the gallery worthy of display. (In addition, you can use square tags on the previous slide to indicate memory boxes, as shown here.) Editor's Advice: These labels are for printing on Avery's folder 2/3x3-7/17-inch adhesive labels
(#8366) available in office stores. Advertise Put Pretty Girl Accessories in clear plastic bins and acrylic jars. The labels keep things organized and add another touch of color to the tween bedroom. Hair stuff, lip gloss, and nail polish add a colorful flavor to the teenage nightstand. Organize these easily
inappropriate items into designated containers for easy organization. Also, placing jars on a tray keeps them corralled and cute. Editor's Advice: These labels were designed to be printed on 2-1/2-inch label stickers from paper Source (papersource.com). Use bins to store large items such as curlers and
bandages, and less commonly used items such as makeup. Glue labels are easy to remove from plastic bins when storage needs change. Editor's tip: These labels are designed to be printed on avery 1x2-5/8-inch folder glue labels (#8160). Advertising
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